Tansen Times june 2013
It is almost 4 years ago since we came to Nepal to be part of the ministry at Tansen
Mission Hospital (with its beautiful motto; We serve, Jesus heals). It has been a great
blessing to be involved at the work at the hospital; Hard sometimes but also
rewarding, fun and challenging.

For Gunnar these years will definitely be the medical highlight in his medical career;
So many different kind of patients with all sort of tropical diseases which I only have
read about before. I might be one of few Norwegian doctors who actually have seen
recently diagnosed leprosy patients!
Evelyn has been involved part time at the social service department and been mostly
engaged with play-therapy at the hospital.
It has been fun and interesting to get to know people from all over the world. During
our time in Tansen we have met people from about 15 different nationalities! Several
cups of tea/coffee have been consumed during an interesting conversation of any
medical topic or about whatever topic you can think of....

Markus has studied for 3 years and Marie for one year at the international school at
the hospital. They have picked up quite a good knowledge of the English language, and
even the old parents have improved their English vocabulary and pronounciation.

The ultimate family highlight was the birth of Andreas, at Tansen Mission Hospital,
at 7.th of Feb 2013. He is a lovely young boy, and still at present, by 4 months of age,
has very little hair. The Nepalese found the lack of hair very funny; Nepali children
mostly are born with a strong dark bush of hair!

Thank you all for YOUR support and prayer during our ministry in Nepal.
Please keep in touch once in a while! We will settle in the southernmost part of
Norway, close to Gunnar`s motherland. G will work as General Practitioner in a nearby
community and E will be at home with Andreas the first year.
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